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Chapter 12: Deserter 

Chapter 12 

Lin Ting was so angry that his beard trembles, and a face of vicissitudes of life seems to 
be tens of years old instantly. 

Lin Kai really disappointed him! 

While Lin Lei sat in the position without moving, staring at Lin Ting quite proudly, Lin 
Ting, I see how you can make excuses for your trash son this time! 

Lin Yuan stared at Lin Kai very gleefully, with a triumphant smile on his face. 

When Lin Kai saw that his father was so angry, he was taken aback, and immediately 
jumped up and down in the living room and fled. 

At that time, the old and the young rushed in the spacious living room, it was so lively. 

“Dad! Listen to me! Don’t be impulsive! Impulsive is the devil!” 

“I heard you say a fart! You trash! Stop it! See if I won’t kill you today!” 

Although Lin Kai is no longer the Lin Kai he used to be, he is going to beat him, but his 
father, he can’t even beat his father, right? 

Fortunately, Lin Kai relied on his strong physical strength and extremely fast speed to 
make Lin Ting unable to catch up with Lin Kai. 

Soon after, Lin Ting was already leaning on a cane, panting from exhaustion, sweating 
profusely, and his clothes were soaked with sweat. 

That’s it, Lin Ting still didn’t give up chasing Lin Kai and running: “Little bastard, 
you…you stop me!” 

On the one hand, Liu Yun was sweating profusely, but Lin Kai was her darling. How 
could she be willing to be beaten? 



At that time, Liu Yun kept pleading for Lin Kai by Lin Ting’s side: “Xiao Kai’s dad, don’t 
be angry, Xiao Kai looks like this, it’s all my fault. If you want to fight, you can beat me.” 

Lin Ting was originally angry. When he heard this, Lin Ting immediately shouted at Liu 
Yun: “You are ashamed to say? If you hadn’t been accustomed to him since childhood, 
our Lin family could be such a scum? My Lin family is ashamed! Our Lin family has no 
such waste!” 

“Even the recruits couldn’t survive for three months! It was even cut off by the recruits. If 
this spreads, what will my Lin family face?” 

Lin Ting was very excited when she was so angry that she was talking, spurting stars in 
disorder. 

At this time, after watching the lively Lin Lei walked over with a smile, and patted Lin 
Ting on the back. 

“Second brother, I said that Xiaokai is not suitable for staying in the army. Since Xiaokai 
doesn’t have any special skills, it is better to let him continue to be the young master of 
the Lin family.” 

“As for the status of the heir of the Lin family, Xiao Kai is really not suitable.” 

“My family, Xiaoyuan, graduated from American University with a high degree of 
education. He has received the highest education in the United States and he is good at 
communication. He is more suitable to be the second-generation owner of our Lin 
family.” 

After that, Lin Yuan who was sitting in his seat also stood up, and Qi Yu walked over 
with a smile on his face. 

“Uncle, my cousin is not upbeat, it’s okay, isn’t there still me? From now on, you will 
treat me as your own son.” 

The words of Lin Lei’s father and son almost made Lin Ting vomit blood. This is a living 
plunder! 

The position of his son’s heir to the Patriarch was taken away alive! 

Although 10,000 people were unwilling to give up the position of the heir of the Lin 
Family Patriarch, he glanced at Lin Kai who was standing behind the pillar and dared 
not come over, and Lin Ting received 10,000 critical blows in his heart! 

Give the huge Lin family to such a waste, can the Lin family really become brilliant? 

In the future, the Lin family will not be defeated by this waste? 



Lin Ting shook his head helplessly, just about to agree, but Lin Kai jumped out. 

“Dad! Don’t promise them! I am the second-generation Patriarch of Lin Jiagen 
Zhengmiaohong. Why should I give up the position of Patriarch?” 

At this time, Lin Kai walked over step by step, looking directly at Lin Yuan, without a 
trace of fear in his eyes, and even the confidence in his eyes was stronger than Lin 
Yuan! 

Lin Kai, he is no longer the old waste Lin Kai! When the eyes of the two collided in the 
air, sparks were immediately rubbed out! 

Seeing that Lin Kai dared to stand up to defend his own interests, Lin Ting nodded 
slightly. At any rate, this child is not stupid and knows not to let out the most important 
things. 

Lin Lei’s face became cold at the time when he heard this, and seeing the duck with his 
mouth flying off, Lin Lei was also angry. 

Lin Lei spoke politely to Lin Ting, but he was not merciful when he spoke to an eighteen 
or nine-year-old boy. 

Immediately, Lin Lei reprimanded in a tone of elders reprimanding younger generations: 
“Xiaokai, is there a place for you to speak? Just relying on you, still want to be the 
second-generation Patriarch of the Lin family?” 

Facing Lin Leis doubts, Lin Kai did not fear at all: “Just rely on me! Uncle, I am the 
second-generation Patriarch of Lin Jiagen Zheng Miaohong!” 

Upon hearing this, Lin Lei sneered and said, “Hehe, your roots are good, but what else 
can you do besides eating, drinking, and having fun? If your **** takes over the Lin 
Family, the entire Lin Family will have to be ruined in your hands!” 

“The recruits can’t even get through you, and want to take over the Lin family? Haha.” 

“Compared with my son, what are your specialties?” 

“My son graduated from American University, and you graduated from a gilded 
university!” 

“My son is proficient in five languages, besides the Chinese Mandarin, you can at most 
be an Asian American father, right?” 

“My son has a black belt in taekwondo, hitting you is like playing!” 



“You tell me, why do you come to be the second-generation Patriarch of the Lin 
Family?” 

Lin Lei’s words were like a sledgehammer, and the hammer hit Lin Ting and Liu Yun’s 
hearts! 

It seemed that these words were spoken to Lin Kai, but in fact, they were spoken to Lin 
Ting and his wife! 

Yes indeed! Compared to your son’s Gen Zhengmiaohong, Lin Yuan’s strength is the 
most powerful competitive ability for the second-generation Patriarch! 

Then Lin Yuan smiled triumphantly and glanced at Lin Kai contemptuously, not 
considering Lin Kai as his competitor at all. 

Regarding his cousin, Lin Yuan also investigated early. Really, if he was not born in the 
Lin family, he would have starved to death! 

Faced with a series of questions from Lin Lei, Lin Kai replied in a cold voice: “It depends 
on me as a soldier! My grandfather said that as long as you can make achievements in 
the army, it is better than any academic qualifications!” 

Lin Kai’s grandfather, the father of Lin Ting and Lin Lei, did say this, and he has been 
nagging in Lin Kai’s ears since childhood. 

Lin Lei laughed at the time when he heard this: “Hahaha! Yes, my father did say this, 
but look at you, have you been in the army? You were fired in three months. Are you 
embarrassed to press me with what my father said?” 

“Who told you that I was fired?” Lin Kai hugged his arms and stared at Lin Lei with a 
confident expression on his face. 

Not expelled? Everyone was taken aback. 

Lin Ting rolled his eyes, and then sneered: “Hehe, with the Lin family, it is estimated that 
no one in the army dared to open you, but recruits are not allowed to go home for a 
year. Are you afraid that you are not a deserter?” 

 


